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1. Introduction 
Syllable is evidently an essential concept in linguistic theory. Indeed, 
the syllable is the smallest phonological unit. The syllable is used as 
the basic element to which a phonological rule or a constraint refers. 
Yet, a number of researchers still doubt the requirement of using such 
an 'ambiguous' notion as ambisyllabic segment within phonological 
theory, from Selkirk (1982) to Jensen (2000), whose main argument is 
that the property of ambisyllabic segment is not distinct from that of 
a syllable-final one. In this way, it has been argued that foot-based 
approach can account for a full coverage of many English phonological 
processes without the notion of ambisyllabicity. This thesis, however, 
will show that foot-based approach cannot replace ambisyIlabicity-based 
approach. The conclusion I reach is that the notion of ambisyllabicity 
is indispensable to explain English phonological processes. 
2. Arnbisyllabicity and English Phonological Processes 
21 GVelarisation 
The lateral sound 1 can be velarised or light Let us first consider following 
velarised 1 examples: 
(1) Velarised 1 @ark 1 ) 
a. in words: feel, milk, help, mill, bell, belt, baffle, walk, fill, 
peel, capital, t r d  
b. in word-medial: almost, always, battling, shoulder, walking, 
Silly 
c. in phrases: fell me, fie1 the enmy, sell goods by refail, 
all night, call d m  
The words in (la) contain dark-lin words. Both foot-based approach 
and ambisyllabicity-based approach can illustrate this dark-1 clearly. 
Foot-based approach accounts for dark-l because 1 is in foot-final position 
in [feel]. Ambisyllabicity-based approach explains dark-1 because 1 is in 
a coda of a syllable in [feel]. The words in (lb) show dark-1 in 
word-medial. In battling, foot-based approach predicts clear-l in minimal 
foot-initial [ling] but dark-1 in maximal foot-medial [battling]. According 
to ambisyllabicity-based approach, 1 is onset of following syllable [ling] 
and, at the same time, coda of preceding syllable [battl]. Due to coda 
ambisyllabicity, 1 is velarised. In baffling, there is dark-1. The words in 
(lc) show dark-lin phrase. In fell Tom, foot-based approach predicts dark-1 
both in maximal foot-medial [fell nze] and in minimal-foot [fell]. In 
following (2c), however, tell it can have light-1 or dark-1 according to 
minimal or maximal foot application. Foot-based approach arbitrarily 
applies minimal foot to explain light-1 in 111 if] and maximal foot to 
account for dark-1 in [fell me]. Ambisyllabicity-based approach predicts 
dark-1 in tell mne because 1 is in coda of preceding syllable [tell. 
The lateral sound can be light, as exemplified in (2). 
(2) Clear [I] 
a. Words: leave, like, leap, liquor, ludicrous, lavatoy ... 
b. Word-medial: miller, million, felling, silly, oily, 
failure, college, filling, value ... 
c. Phrases-medial: will you, all over, all of them, 
sell ourselves, Call Andy ... 
In this case, the word-initial in (2a) show light-1 in words. There is 
no Velarisation. When 1 is in an onset of and in foot-initial position, 
both foot-based approach and ambisyllabicity-based approach can 
explicitly account for light-1. Foot-based approach explains light I in l am 
because 1 in foot-initial [like]. ambisyllabicity-based approach explains 
light I in likebecause 1 is in the onset position of a syllable [lea]. The 
group (2b) shows light-l in word-medial. There is no velarisation. In 
dealing, foot-based approach ambiguously explains that dark-1 is in 
maximal foot medial [dealing] and the clear l is in minimal foot initial 
[ling]. In leaue, minimal foot is composed of two syllables. In dealing, 
minimal foot is made up by one syllable. The limit of minimal foot is 
also ambiguous. According to ambisyllabicity-based approach, dealing 
obviously has light-1 because 1 is in the onset position of the following 
syllable [ling]. The words in (2c) show light-1 phrases. In contrast, there 
is no Velarisation. I-Velarisation analysis is incorrectly predicted by 
Jensenfs (2000) foot-based approach infers dark 1 in maximal foot-medial 
[call Andy] and light-1 in minimal foot-initial [I Andy]. To avoid this, he 
suggested adopting the minimal foot [l Andy] instead of maximal foot 
[dl Andy]. There is no criterion to distinguish the application of minimal 
foot boundary from that of maximal foot boundary. 
Ambisysyllabicity-based approach predicts light-1 in phrase call Andy 
because the coda 1 of preceding syllable [call] is belonging to the onset 
the following syllable [An]. In call Andy, there is onset ambisyllabicity. 
In sum, in foot-medial position, foot-based approach incorrectly 
predicts that light-l is dark-l or that dark-1 is light-1. Lightness or darkness 
of 1 depends on the application of minimal foot or maximal foot 
boundary. According to ambisyllabicity-based approach, light-1 in 
syllable-initial (onset) and dark-1 in syllable-final (coda) are illustrated 
by its position. Ambisyllabicity-based approach accounts for light-1 in 
coda and dark-l in onset by adopting onset ambisyllabicity and coda 
ambisyllabicity respectively. Because of ambisyllabic I, I-Velarisation 
applies to words in (1) while I-Velarisation does not apply to words 
in (2). Ambisyllabicity makes possible light 1 in (2), but there is dark 
1 in (I). If we use arnbisyllabicity, we can explain all of the above 
examples. If we use only minimal and maximal foot, we cannot explain 
the light 1 in word-medial or phrase-medial position. We need 
ambisyllabicity to explain phonological processes like I-Velarisation 
precisely. 
2.2 Flapping 
Here we call intervocalic flapping of dental stops as weakening. The 
segment / f /  or / d /  shows up as a flap if it is both preceded by a vowel 
or glide within the same foot for purposed of lenis sound and 
syllable-initial. This lenis sound can be defined by the fact that the sound 
is weaker than plosive or stop sounds. That means that the sonority 
is weakened. That is, sound changes from left to right on the 
stopfricative-approximant dimension are known as weakening (lenition) 
while from right to left are strengthenings (fortition). Many systems 
restrict weakening to contexts in which a vowel follows as well as 
precedes: for instance, there is intervocalic Flapping of dental stops in 
many English dialects. 
(3) a. Flapping in words [r coda ambisyllabicity 
: iahamdabra, acidic, atom, atomic, bedding, betting, Betty, bidder, bitter, 
butter, capital ... 
b. Flapping in phrases [r onset ambisyllabicity 
: about Ann, about it, a t  ease, at eleven, nte up, a tub, 
by Tom, by tonzowow, get a car... 
c. Flapping in scntcnccs [r onset ambisyllabicity 
: Altl~ough that was not fhe jrst  camel he rode, 
i f  was rnosf certainly the last one... 
d. No Flapping: Hittite, latex, satire ... 
The group (34 is flapping in words. According to foot-based approach, 
/ f /  is flapped in maximal foot-medial Ipotafo] or minimal foot-medial 
[fafo]. Non-flapped / f /  exists in the smallest minimal foot-initial [to] 
in potato. Ambisyllabicity-based approach explains that the onset f of 
following syllable [to] is belonging to the coda of preceding syllable [fat]. 
There is coda ambisyllabicity. Also, poti I is related to stress. The second 
t is flapped between a stressed V and an unstressed V while the first 
t is aspiration. Foot-based approach explains that the second t of potato 
is flapped but first t of potafo is aspirated. Foot-based approach can 
analyze yotato in four ways according to the boundary limits of minimal 
or maximal foot. i h e  two flapped ts are in the maximal foot-medial 
[potato]. ii l e  first f is aspirated and the second t is flapped in minimal 
foot-initial [tato]. iii h e  first t is flapped in maximal foot-medial and 
the second t is aspirated in minimal foot-initial [pota[to]]. iv l e  first 
t is flapped in maximal foot-medial and the second t is also flapped 
in minimal foot-medial Ipo[tato]]. Such analysis is so complex. The 
example (3b) reflects flapping in phrases. Foot-based approach analyzes 
t of by tomowow into Flapping in maximal foot-medial [by t o m o m ]  or 
into aspiration in the minimal foot-initial [tomorrow]. 
Ambisyllabicity-based approach explains that t of by tomorrow is flapped 
due to coda ambisyllabicity; t in onset of following syllable [to] is 
belonging to coda of preceding syllable Iby t]. The words in (3) illustrate 
flapping in sentences. Foot-based approach cannot explain the flapping 
in foot-medial position. Especially, the exact position of the maximal 
foot boundary has not been determined. In [[It's [lnte.]] [I'm [lenving]]], 
the maximal foot can be Ilafe], [It's late], or [It's late. I'm leaving]. The 
sound [t] of [[It's late.][I'm Ieaving]] is in maximal foot-medial [It's late. 
1'111 leaving] or minimal foot-final position [It's late]. The sound t can 
be analyzed flapping or non-flapping respectively. According to 
ambisyllabicity-based approach, f in It's late. I'm leaving can be correctly 
predicted. flapped t is in If's late. I'm leaving due to onset ambisyllabicity; 
t in the coda of the preceding syllable [late] is belonging to the onset 
of the following syllable [I]. The group (3d) is non-flapped examples. 
In satire, t is in maximal foot-medial position but it is not flapped. It 
is not consistent with Jensen's (2000) approach that Flapping occurs in 
foot-medial position. If we apply minimal foot boundary [tire] to satire, 
t of satire is in minimal foot-initial and non-flapped. Foot-based approach 
applies maximal foot to explain flapped t of party (34 and minimal foot 
to illustrate non-flapped t of satire. There is no criterion to apply this 
minimal foot boundary to satire. Ambisyllabicity-based approach 
explains non-flapped t of satire by adopting coda ambisyllabicity; t in 
onset of following syllable [tire] is belonging to coda of preceding syllable 
[sat]. 
2.3 Aspiration 
This section is devoted to the discussion on Aspiration which does not 
happen in ambisyllabic segments. Example (4) shows Aspiration in 
word-medial and phrase-medial. 
(4) a. Aspiration in word-medial [th]: attack, atomic, 
creativity, latex, p[ph]otato 
b. Aspiration in phrase-medial [t?: a tease, nte foo, my hrm, 
saw Ted 
The words in (4a) are aspirated in word-medial. For example, t of 
creativity is aspirated. Foot-based approach accounts for f of creativity 
either Aspiration in minimal foot-initial [tion] or non-Aspiration in 
maximal foot-medial [creativify]. Arnbisyllabicity-based approach 
illustrates t of creativity Aspiration since f is in syllable initial position 
(onset of [q). The words in (4b) are aspirated in phrase-medial. In n 
tense, t is aspirated. According to foot-based approach, f of a tense can 
be Aspiration in minimal foot-initial [tease] or non-Aspiration in maximal 
foot-medial [a tease]. The example (4b) also allows us to explain why 
Jensen (2000) did not suggest a clear criterion to apply these minimal 
and maximal foot boundary. The arbitrary application of foot boundary 
blocks the validity of Jensen's (2000) foot-based approach. According 
to ambisyllabicity-based approach, t of a tease is aspirated because f is 
in initial position of a syllable [tense]. 
In word-medial positions, voiceless stops are unaspirated, as seen in 
(5). 
(5) a. ambisyllabic p :  April, cnpnble, cnpo, 
happier, happy, harpy, opportuni fy... 
b. ambisyllabic /r : actress, after, atom, bottom, 
butter, city, factor, Pter, forty, Imt rack, 
kefme, later, motfo, Patrick, Peter, petrol ... 
c. ambisyllabic / k :  Atkins, baker, Bulky, 
bunker, echo, equal, fnlcon, Heckler ... 
The words in (5a) contain an unaspirated stop p. Foot-based approach 
illustrates that p of capable is aspirated in minimal foot-initial Ipable] 
or that p is not aspirated in maximal foot-medial [capable]. 
Arnbisyllabicity-based approach predicts that p of capable is not aspirated 
due to coda ambisyllabicity @ in onset of following syllable [pa] is 
belonging to coda of preceding syllable [cap]). Similarly, the words in 
(5b) show an unaspirated f in a word. According to foot-based approach, 
f of fraternal is aspirated in minimal foot-initial [fmlJ or unaspirated 
in maximal foot-medial Ifpaternal]. Ambisyllabicity-based approach 
analyzes t of fraternal is unaspirated because f of fraternal has coda 
ambisyllabicity which f in onset of following syllable [to] is belonging 
to preceding syllable fiat]. The segment k in (512) is unaspirated in a 
word. Foot-based approach shows that k of @con is aspirated in minimal 
foot-initial [con] or unaspirated in maximal foot-medial Falcon]. Put in 
this way, foot-based approach often incorrectly predicts aspiration by 
the arbitrary application of minimal or maximal foot boundary. In a word 
analysis, minimal foot boundary application correctly explains aspiration 
of (5) while maximal foot boundary application correctly accounts for 
non-Aspiration of (6). According to ambisyllabicity-based approach, k 
off;7lcon is unaspirated due to coda arnbyllabicity ( f  in onset of following 
syllable [con] is belonging to onset of preceding syllable PIC]).  The Ik 
in coda of preceding syllable Ifalc] satisfies the sonority principle ancl 
coda requirement. 
In phrases or sentence-medial positions, voiceless stops are 
unaspirated, as illustratecf in (6) below. 
(6) a. /p/: He's going to help all of us 
b. /r : got about, got on the bus, i f  is, put it, Thoc was n 
thick nzisf all r o ~ n d  
c. /k/: Ask a question, tookk] a leaf 
The words in (6a) show an unaspirated /p/ in a sentence. For instance, 
foot-based approach explains that p of He's going to help all of us is 
aspirated in minimal foot-initial 113 all of us] or unaspirated in maximal 
foot-medial [He's going to help all of us]. According to 
ambisyllabicity-based approach, p of He's going to help all of us is 
unaspirated since pis in coda of [help]. Likewise, the group (6b) illustrates 
an unaspirated / f /  in a phrase or a sentence. According to foot-based 
approach, f of Tlzoe was a thick nzisf all round is aspirated in minimal 
foot-initial [t all round or unaspirated in maximal foot-medial [?lm was 
a thick nzist all round]. Arnbisyllabicity-based approach explains that t 
of 771et-e zoas a thick vzist all round is unaspirated because f is in coda 
of [~lzisf]. The words in (6c) have an unaspirated / k /  in a phrase or 
a sentence. Foot-based approach explains k of Ask a question is aspirated 
in minimal foot-initial [k a question] or unaspirated in maximal 
foot-medial [Ask a question]. Ambisyllabicity-based approach accounts for 
k of Ask a question as an unaspirated segment because k of Ask a question 
is in syllable-final position (coda) of [Ask]. 
There are aspiration and non-aspiration phenomena in the same sound. 
(7) misf[r ake versus ~~ziss-t[fiake 
The preceding /s/ in mistake must be tautosyllabic to bar Aspiration 
of t. There is no Aspiration. In miss-take, there is the aspirated f .  
Foot-based approach illustrates that t of nzistake is aspirated in minimal 
foot-initial [take] or unaspirated in maximal foot-medial [nzistake]. 
Arnbisyllabicity-based approach explains that t of ntistake is unaspirated 
since t is eligible for coda arnbisyllabicity which t in onset of following 
syllable [take] is belonging to coda of preceding syllable [mist]. 
2.4 Glottalisation 
Glottalisation phenomena have been regarded as typical ambisyllabicity, 
as seen in (8). 
(8) a. / p / :  Capri, qpress, happen, happy, viper 
b. / t/ : A tkins, atlas, bottle, butler, button, lately, nzatriculation, 
nuzttress, partner, patrol, ultra 
c. /k/: acrid, harken, Nike, okra, picty, reluctant 
The group (8a) is glottalised / p / s .  For instance, p of cypress is 
glottalised. Foot-based approach explains that p of cypress is glottalised 
in minimal foot-final [cyp] or unglottalised in maximal foot-medial 
[qpress]. Ambisyllabicity-based approach illustrates that p of qpress is 
glottaised because p of cypress is coda ambisyllabicity which p in onset 
of following syllable [press] is belonging to coda of preceding syllable 
[w]. The words in (8b) show glottalised / t / s .  Foot-based approach 
explains that t of matriculation is glottalised in minimal foot-final [mat] 
or unglottalised in maximal foot-medial [~rinfriculntion]. 
Ambisyllabicity-based approach shows that f of matriculation is 
glottalised due to coda ambisyllabicity which f in onset of following 
fmt [tn'culation] is belonging to coda of precedrng foot [mat]. The different 
realization of glottalised versus flapped /f/ before a syllabic nasal and 
liquid, as in buf[t?]ton versus boft[?]er, is evidence for the recognition 
of ambisyllabicity in phonology. The group (84 exemplifies glottalised 
/k/s. Foot-based approach shows that k of picty is glottalised in 
minimal-foot final [pic] or unglottalised in maximal foot-medial Ipicky]. 
Ambisyllabicity-based approach explains that k of picty is glottalised due 
to coda ambisyllabicity which k in onset of following syllable [cty] is 
belonging to coda of preceding syllable [pic]. Since whenever /f /  is 
ambisyllabic it becomes a flap, and glottalizd in exclusive coda position, 
this contrast seems parallel to the glottalised/ungIottalised alternation 
in happ[#]en/~~[~]er or hark~'k'']enfl,nck~~er. 
25 Schwa Insertion 
The Schwa Insertion examples in (9) are below. 
(9) a. [m care, caring, May 
b. [ ~ a  hear, Liberia 
c. [ua cure, Puritan 
d. [aya a - [a:]: hierarchy, tire 
e. [awa a - [a:]: daoy, hour 
In (9a), foot-based approach can explain schwa insertion only in 
maximal foot [caring]. In minimal foot [ca][ring], there is no schwa 
insertion because a long vowel a is not followed by r within the same 
foot. Ambisyllabicity-based approach explains caring has schwa insertion 
that inserts the schwa under the second mora position of a long vowel 
a and ambisyllabic r follow in the coda. 
In (lo), there are examples of schwa insertion and non-schwa insertion. 
(10) Schwa Insertion 
a. prepare [3a 
sincere [ ~ a  
satire [aya 
b. barbarian [a 
Mercurian [jua 
nysfo-ious [ ~ a  
c. irony [aya 
pirate [aya 
d. bureaucrat [ja 










In (IOa), satire shows schwa insertion while satirical is non-schwa 
insertion. In satirical, there is no schwa insertion since there is no 
underlying long vowel. In satire, the long vowel is derived. Foot-based 
approach illustrates that satire has no schwa insertion in minimal foot 
[fire] while schwa insertion is in maximal foot [satire] since Schwa 
Insertion [a takes place after a long vowel [ay] followed by r only within 
the same maximal foot. Ambisyllabicity-based approach shows that satire 
has schwa insertion because t in onset of following [tire] is belonging 
to coda of preceding syllable [saf]. In satire, schwa [a is inserted under 
the second mora position of a Iong vowel [ay] because coda ambisyllabic 
r follows in the coda of [sat]. 
2.6 Palatalisation 
In this thesis, I investigate which is more correct in explaining 
palatalization, foot-based approach or ambisyllabicity-based approach. 
Let us apply these ideas to palatalisation examples in (11) below. 
(11) a. U artijcinl / artijcialiQ, atrocious / 
atroc[s]iQ, capa/f :ious / cnpd[s] city... 
b, [d3 credzdous / cred[dft~lity, edztcate, 
hideous ... 
c. [tJ fictztal / ficf[t], firtune /fort[t]uitous, 
fi t  htre / fiit[t]urity, Ixibitunl Jmbi t[tJ ... 
As we noted above, (11) shows palatalized 3 f Foot-based 
approach incorrectly accounts for atrocious, residual, and perpetual as 
non-palatalisaions in minimal foot boundaries like [afroc][ious], 
[resin][ual], and bqet][ual]. In the minimal foot application for 
palatalisation, the stress cannot be in the closed syllable. Foot-based 
approach violates the stress rules. Ambisyllabicity-based approach 
correctly explains palatalisation due to onset ambisyllabicity. The 
segment c of atrocious, d of residual, and t of pqetual in coda of 
preceding syllable [atroc], [resin], and Ipqet] are belonging to onset of 
following syllable [ciaus], [dual], and [hall. In those following syllables, 
palatalisation can take place. 
In a phrase, t, 11, and s are palatalised. 
(12) a. ' f  ambisyllabicity [tJ : do not you, got it, got you 
b. 'd arnbisyllabicity [& : send you, Imd you 
c. 's' ambisyllabicity: does13 a yo11 
In (12), do not you is palatalized like [donat f 1. Foot-based approach 
can explain palatalisation if maximal foot [donai f ] is applied to do not 
you while palatalisation is not accounted for in minimal foot [do] [not] 
Lyou]. According to ambisyllabicity-based approach, lrio not you has onset 
ambisyllabicity. The segment tin coda of preceding syllable [not] is 
belonging to onset of following syllable [you]. Hence, through 
palatalisation examples (12), I present that ambisyllabicity-based 
approach is more widely applicable than foot-based approach. 
There is spirantisation rule which is that the postvocalic context is 
the most typical environment for the change from stop to fricative. It 
is unclear whether spirantisation is properly viewed as assimilation of 
the open position of the neighboring vowel and hence whether vowels 
are properly viewed as [+continuant]s. 
(13) a. Christ, divide, part, president, spnce 
b. Christian, division/z/, partiaI/sL presidential ... 
(13a) has no Spirantisation while (13b) has Spirantisation. Foot-based 
approach explains (13b) is non-spiratisation in minimal foot Ipart][inl] 
or Spirantisation in maximal foot IpartialJ. Arnbisyllabicity-based 
approach shows that partial is spirantisation because f in the coda of 
the preceding syllable Ipart] is belonging to the onset of the following 
syllable [tinl]. That is onset ambisyllabicity. 
2.7 NasaI Allophones 
Let us look at the examples (14) below. There is the stress conditioned 
nasal assimilation which has ambisyllabicity. There is /j/-deletion. 
Additionally, there are ambisyllabic 2, c, and k. Ambisyllabic 8 is in the 
first three. Ambisyllabic c is in the fourth. Ambisyllabic k is in the last 
three. 
(14) a. [FJ c6 pss, c6 ~ous ,  c6 quu, c6 :ord ... 
b. [nj: congre ion.al, congrfi y, concfi .. 
In (141, the 'n' of 'congress' is assimilated to '?' before velar g since 
the segments are in tautosyllabic like [conp-css]. But the 'n' in 
'congwssional' is not assimilated to 'f~ because the syllable boundary is 
inserted between the two segments like [[con]lpressional]]. According to 
foot-based approach, maximal foot boundary is applied in [congress] and 
minimal foot boundary is applied in [con]~essional] to take into account 
the assimilation. In the previous discussion, maximal foot is generally 
applied in words. Minimal foot is applied in phrases. In the same words 
category, the maximal foot is applied to congress and the minimal foot 
is applied to congressional. That is the same problem in 1-Velarisation 
in failure where clear 1 exists in word-medial position. We must apply 
minimal foot boundary in this word. There are opposite cases as well. 
In phrase fie1 it, I have to apply the maximal foot boundary. The 
application of foot boundary is so arbitrary. Jensen (2000) insists that 
foot is simpler than ambisyllabicity even though the arbitrary foot 
approach just gives us numerous confusions. According to 
ambisyllabicity-based approach ambisyllabic n exists in congress but it 
does not exist in congressional so only congress has onset ambisyllabicity 
FJ That is, n in coda of preceding syllable [con] is belonging to following 
syllable [npess]. In [ngress], n is assimilated to g and nis changed to 
allophone [fj 
To put the matter more generally, foot-based approach has three 
problems. It deviates from the stress rules. It does not allow lenis. The 
application of minimal and maximal foot boundaries is so arbitrary. If 
we accept the notion of ambisyllabicity, we can explain nasal allophones 
simply. This ambisyllabicity can satisfy the maximal onset principle and 
coda principle. 
3. Arnbisyllabicity in Optimality Theory 
This chapter shows a formation of ambisyllabicity-based approach to 
English segmental phonology with the framework of Optirnality Theory, 
capturing the generalimtions discussed in chapter 3. It will also be shown 
that the motivating forces of the processes are the syllabic requirement 
of prohibiting onsetless syllables and the markedness principle favoring 
unmarked segments over marked alternatives. Optimality theoretic 
analysis combined with ambisyllabicity-based approach in analyzing 
English phonological processes has not been done by either Rubach 
(1996) or Jensen (2000). In this sense, this analysis can make a small 
contribution to English Phonology and Optimality Theory. In previous 
chapters, I have dealt with seven phonological processes. Among these, 
I will analyze four notable ambisyllabic processes in the OT frame work, 
1-Velarization, Flapping, Aspiration, and Glottalisation. 
First, I will begin with ambisyllabic 1-Velarization in analysis. The 
prosodic word dealing and phonological phrase call Andy will be 
represented in the following tableaux in (31) and (32) respectively. In 
denling, there is light 1 because of onset ambisyllabicity. This 
ambisyllabicity can be shown in the OT frame work as in the example 
below. Now let us consider the cases of surface variations of / I / .  As 
it is argued in Prince and Smolensky (1993) and other OT literature, 
1-Velarisation hierarchy motivates universally accepted segmental 
markedness constraints like those in (15) below. 
(15) a. ONS: *[V('Syllables must have onsets.') 
b. ALIGN-R (stem, (J The right edge of stem 
must non-crisp aligned with the right edge 
of the syllable. 
c. *Arnbi-: Dark lateral 1 must be linked 
uniquely to a syllable. 
d. *Codall: Clear laterals must not appear in a 
coda position. 
e. IDENT-IO[-back]: Backness in input and 
output must be identical. 
dealing /dil+ I /ɧ ONS ALIGN-R *Ambi- *Coda/l IDENT-IO[-bk]
a.σ σ
d I l I ɧ
*! *
b.☞ σ σ
d i l I ɧ
*
c. σ σ
d i Iɫ ɧ
*! *
d. σ σ
d I l I ɧ
*! *
e. σ σ
d i l I ɧ
*!
f. σ σ
d I Iɫ ɧ
*! *
call Andy ONS ALIGN-R *Coda/l IDENT-IO[-bk]
a.σ σ σ
c a [l ] A n d y
*! *
☞b.σ σ σ
c a [l] A n d y
*
Pity MOP MC *[glot] Lenis IDENT-IO(tns)
σ σ
☞ a . pɪ ɾ ɪ *
σ σ
b. pɪ t ɪ *!
σ σ
c. pɪ t? ɪ *! *
σ σ
d. 'pɪ th ɪ *! *
Data /déyt /ə MOP *[glot] Lenis IDENT-IO(vce) IDENT-IO(tns)
σ σ
a. D e y t?ə *! *
☞ b. σ σ
d e y əɾ * *
c. σ σ
d e y t ə *!
Ambisyllabicity-based approach is defended in Optimality Theory by 
its adequacy to predict the correct output forms in English segmental 
phonology. The interaction of faithfulness constraints and markedness 
constraints results in I-velarisation, flapping. aspiration, and 
glottalisation. This thesis has examined an Optimality-Theoretic account 
of ambisyllabicity, by appealing to universally motivated constraints. The 
account covers four notable phenomena which take place in apparently 
similar environments, ambisyllabicity. The OT account demonstrates that 
the seemingly independent phenomena are explained through some 
well-motivated phonological constraints. The significance of this thesis 
is also the incorporation of arnbisyllabicity with OT. 
Finally and most remarkably, this thesis has proven that foot-based 
approach cannot replace ambisyllabicity-based approach. It is illustrated 
that a greater generality will be gained by adopting ambisyllabicity-based 
approach over foot-based approach. It is demonstrated that 
ambisyllabicity is significant to account for some representative English 
phonological processes pretty effectively. It meals the flaws of 
foot-based approach. Thus, this thesis might give a contribution to 
phonoIogy. 
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